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Collaborazioni attive / attività in corso

Comunicazione multisensoriale utente/prodotto per 
modificare azioni o comportamenti non sostenibili

Uso delle tecnologie di Realtà Virtuale/Aumentata per 
creare consapevolezza dell’impatto degli stili di vita



Casi di studio in corso / pianificati

Eccessivo consumo di prodotti di plastica

Consumo eccessivo di corrente elettrica dovuto ad uso non 
corretto di elettrodomestici

Spreco di acqua

Comportamenti alla guida errati che producono pericoli per se 
stessi e per altri

Stili di guida che portano ad un consumo eccessivo di carburante

Approccio usatoProblema affrontato



Comunicazione multisensoriale con veicoli autonomi (livello 3)

 

Fig. 5. Accelerometers have been used to verify how the signal decreases in 
the pillow. Black and white circles identify the motors positions and the 
accelerometers positions respectively. 

 

Fig. 6. Vibration measured in the perpendicular direction to the pillow plane 
over time. The mean values of the signals show that far from the motors’ 
positions the intensity of the vibrations decreases but not in a significant way. 
Therefore, the vibrations distributions are almost uniform on the pillow. 

When switching to the frequency domain, a further problem 
must be considered: the leakage. To avoid it, a Hanning 
window is used on the time domain signals and, in fact, the 
spectrum obtained reveals the maximum amplitude in relation 
with the signal frequency. Therefore, the real angular speed of 
the motors is approximately 11,000 rpm, which means that 
they all work in the correct way. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A protocol procedure can be set up to measure if the 
driver’s take-over response quality and time can be improved 
by the vibration pattern of the haptic and auditory warning 
system. Figure 7 shows a picture of all the devices that are 
necessary in the experiment, indicating its parts and 
components. 

 

Fig. 7. Experimental setup: 1. Seat pan pillow and motors; 2. Back support 
pillow and motors; 3. Speakers; 4. Pedals; 5. Steering wheel; 6. Displays; 7. 
Electronic circuit. 

Participant would be introduced to the i.Drive simulator. An 
adaptation scenario allows the participant to familiarize with 
the self-driving car and provide information on eventual take-
over control working modalities. The experimental session 
starts by playing simultaneously the Unity 3D (virtual part) and 
the Arduino (physical part). In the experimental virtual 
scenario, the user’s self-driving car follows another 
autonomous vehicle in a platooning scenario, with a 94 seconds 
time-to-collision distance. The platooning scenario with self-
driving car presents an initial step of 1.5 minutes, in order to 
allow the driver to feel relaxed in the simulation environment, 
and a secondary-task engagement can be encouraged (Figure 
8). 

 

Fig. 8. Position of the user during the autonomous driving 

 After 1.5 minutes, the lead vehicle ahead of the driver goes 
suddenly out of the road, a driving situation that was not 
previously introduced to the experimental participant. As the 
autonomous vehicle recognizes that the platooning situation 
can be dangerous for the safety of the driver, the 
haptic/auditory interface warns the user to take back control of 
the vehicle, deactivating the platooning system by moving 
hands to grasp the steering wheel or touching the brake pedal. 
The take-over response time can be calculated measuring the 
lapse between the accident and the human reaction (Figure 9), 
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Attuatori integrati 
nella seduta

Delbene, L., Guirado, R., Robledo, E., Ruscio, D., Ferrise, F., Ariansyah, D., & Bordegoni, M. (2017). Design of a Haptic/Auditory Warning

Interface to Improve User Communication with Autonomous Vehicles. In 2017 International Conference on Innovative Design and 

Manufacturing (pp. 1-5).

Audio 
proveniente 
da dietro



Integrazioni di informazioni tattili nel volante

Progetto svolto da Andrea Peccini nel corso Haptics 15/16

Attuatori distribuiti 
lungo il volante

Scenario virtuale 
per il testing



Uso di informazioni tattili in dispositivi wearable

Alarcon, E., & Ferrise, F. (2017). Design of a Wearable Haptic Navigation Tool for Cyclists. In 2017 

International Conference on Innovative Design and Manufacturing (pp. 1-6).



Uso di comunicazione tattile per l’eco-driving



Approccio utilizzato

Utilizzo dei canali sensoriali che 
sono più scarichi

Utilizzo contemporaneo di più 
canali per veicolare la stessa 
informazione

Progettazione di stimoli immediati 
da comprendere

Considerazioni sul carico mentale 
e sulla condizione emotiva del 
passeggero

Testing iniziale in uno scenario di 
realtà virtuale



Stato del progetto (stili di guida più sicuri e più sostenibili)

Attività svolta in collaborazione con psicologi esperti in integrazione multisensoriale 
dell’Università degli studi di Milano - Bicocca 


